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SUMMARY ANALYSIS 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) SESSION CCC6 

1. (S) This report documents a Remote Vie111ing (RV) session 
conducted in compliance with a request from SOD, JJ, OJCS, Pentagon, 
Washington, D.C. The purpose of the session was to provide informa
tion relevant to the hostage situation in the U.S. Embassy 
compound in Teheran, Iran. 

2. (S) The remote viewer's impressions of the target are provided 
as ra\11 intelligence data and as such have not been subjected to any 
intermediate analysis, evaluation or collation. Interpretation and 
use of the information provided is the responsibility of the requester. 

3. (S) The protocol used for this session is detailed in the document 
Grill Flame Protocol, AMSAA Applied Remote Viewing Protocol (S), undated. 

4. (S) Follo111inq is a transcript of the vie1J1er's impressions during 
the remote viewing session. At TAB A are drawings made by the remote 
viewer reference his impressions of the target site. At TABB is 
target cuing information provided the remote viewer. 

5. (S) The viewer was targeted against any activity taking place in 
the U.S. Embassy compound in Teheran, Iran. He did not see or describe 
any hostaqe personnel, but did state that there were some on the 
compound. The remote viewer was also asked to describe activity taking 
place on the mornings of 5 March and 12 March 1980. 
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TIME 

+12 

SEGRE I 
TRANSCRIPT 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) SESSION CCC6 

#14 This will be a remote viewing session for 27 February 
1980, with an on-target time of 1400 hours. 

PAUSE 

All right #31 the time is now 1400 hours. I want you 
now to relax, concentrate and focus your attention on 
the U.S. Embassy compound in Teheran, Iran. Project 
yourself to that compound and position yourself in such 
a way as to observe the entire compound. Describe any 
activity taking place. 

PAUSE 

/131 I'm ••.•.•.... first I. .. uh .. saw a very peculiar "Z" shape 
metal frame which is a stand. It was as though this 
thing was large and was outside in a parking area, and, 
as though on top of this stand is a large propellor, 
propellor or something. I'm on a building top looking 
down at it in the long parking lot parked against, in 

#14 

/A
etween some vehicles. I think that the building I am 

on is possibly 2 or 3 stories high. It has an awning/ 
overlooking a simple modern door in one corner. I was 
first over that corner, and now by looking past the 

- funny metal frame I was able to observe an open field. 
Now I am standing on a ground level outside this corner 
and I see merely a modern blank wall building. It has 
simple entrance way at this end of it. 

PAUSE 

I'm over the trees, I think, into 
slightly forward of a parking lot. 

field 
o? 

Do you feel the presence of the hostages anywhere on 
t compound? 

Yeah. 

PAUSE 

BEGREI 
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+16 

+18 

+21 

#14 I want you now to locate the hostages and describe 
their locations to me. 

/f31 

PAUSE 

Have a light building and seems to be "L" shaped my~· 
end .•. several stories. At the far end there appears 
to be some low awning 11/ork of some kind around the 
edge of the building ••. around the corner or something. 
Kind of •• uh •• awning work. 

PAUSE 

I'm getting an idea of a funny place I've never seen 

/Aefore. They seem to be hovering around outside it. /,,, 
It has an awning roof with (phonetic) these temporary~ 
awnings covers the sidewalk. It comes out from its 

i
. rant. The building's several stories high. It seems 

)
,, L" shaped though and the awing seems to be at this f 

nd of it. Not end of it, but in this side of the "L.' 

PAUSE 

For some reason I'm being drawn to this building. I 
can't ••• don't think I've ever seen this building before. 

And the porch is a "L" shape .•. it's a porch. It's "L" 
shaped off to the left but at the T, at the elbow of 
the "L" shaped thing. I get the feeling this thing is 
just •. uh •• it's like somebody carved the foyer out of a 

, sand castle. There's glass windows at the .•. head Qf 
/ .. ,. ·. tRe "[" at the 90 degree angle.· to thes.e .. uh •• win. d.ows. 

I J I can ~phoneti5) s~~~~~~}9.?~1.TfE.l1.J-...,=u:.9.€.I ~r_l;l_e., 
/ ana==ltns is Fiow people come in. 1ere' s a counter of 

i (sorts. Something low and wooden but, it's opened 
1 \behind it. Around the ~indows and to the right there 
~I are seats there or chairs. 

PAUSE 

Light carpeted floor. Have all quiet feeling like 
people talk in whispers here. It's almost like.a 
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SEGRE I 
hotel lobby. Like an old hotel. 

PAUSE 

#31 Leaning with my back on the counter. There's a 
pillar on my right. Looking back at this door, the 
whole face of this thing here seems to be glassed, 
but, it has a symbol single door. Around on my right 
then the room goes a little farther to the right and 
then goes out away from me to the front wall. Now, 
I'm saying that for some reason looking out through 
that right corner, I can see outside passed the 
blockage of the porch. It's •. uh .. like I can see out 
the open end of a tunnel there which is the end of 
the porch and ~'a~ se';l ligh~ outside. If.it was day 
I would see ¢1 open p · ked like area. If it was open 

/tl4 

there would cir lar drivewa) •. just on the edge 
of my visio I ould see bui-i"dings on the far side 
of the driv 

So now I beat the hell out of this lobby and I haven'~ 
seen one person yet. ) 

_..., ....... _,.. .... ,,,....,.._ --~·-•"' . ' ........ ~ 

All right. I want you now to leave this building. I 
want you to go back outside. I want you to s-1-o-w-l-y 
drift up over the compound until you get a very good 
view entire compound. Once you do that,I want you to 
close your eyes and retain that vision. Retain your 
position. When I ask you to open your eyes again, you 
will have moved forward in time to 27 February 1980. 

__/ 
PAUSE 

( /? J\ Ok. It's now 11:00 a.m. in L • .· ~e::~:~,~ry 1980. One week 

the morning, Iran time on 
from today. Open your 

/131 \\l)rong. 

#14 .•• describe generally the activity. 

PAUSE 

#31 Today's the 27th #14. 

#14 I thank you. You still with it? 

#31 Uhmmm ..• let me go back. Today's the 27th. Ahhh ... 
• Hummm. See now, what you had to do was move me back 

and then move me back .• ha, ha, ha. You should 'o had 
me go back to the 21st. Ha, ha, ha. 

SEGRE.~ 
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+38 

+43 

PAUSE" 

#31 Give me about 5 minutes and I'll try again. 

//14 It's ••. I'm having a difficult time too, fighting to 
keep from sneezing and coughing and blowing my nose. 

PAUSE 

#31 Ok. 

//14 

#31 

/114 

All right /131. 
5 March 1980. 
the compound. 

It's now 11:00 a.m., Iran time. It'V 
Describe the activity taking place in 

PAUSE 

Had a •. uh .• image of a routine type of activity. Some 
people walking out in front of this building. I think 
my first building some people who were guards sitting 
on hauf'lci'i"eci'·(ph6hetic) scratching head ...• have a~ure 
of a black, dark car coming through a gate ..• it beif--.. 
allowed to pass t. h.ro·u· gh a. gate •.. a limo. ( .. pho. netic).. ype 
of car ••• (mu~_!l.r:i.9L 9.?.tl?.• ...•. A.. .. 12icJ.J,Jf!L.~_f_ people in a 

erving me. Like in a cafeteria holoin'i;f·or plates 

PAUSE 

Uh .• the limo (phon tic) pi ture as a ... tall, slender; 
elderly and caucas · an ma~./.. hawk bill, sharp features 
arriving and getli g out~s tho gh to have a conference. 
He is all that is located .. u .• appears to be in an 
area of all asphal s. I all obblestone ... my feeling 
of cobblestone eve ywhere Reddish cobblestone. For 
some peculiar reason eeling I have is that the 
red of the cobblestone matches that of the basic steps 
that he must go up. The steps are not wide. They are 
not excessively wide. There are very few of them. It's 
as though he is to enter a side door to a building. 
Rather than a front door. I am getting vertical light 
lines around it. Some look as though there are a few 
columns here. 

I want you to leave this place now, and resume your 
position over the compound. I want you to again close 
your eyes and relax, and when I ask you to open your 
eyes again, it will be 11:00 a.m., Iran time. lhe date 
will be 12 March 1980. I want you to relax, concentrate. 

·I'm going to have to stop the tape and change sides. I 
just want you to relax and maintain your attitude. 

SESREf 
4 
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1114 All righl #31. It's 11:00 a.rn., 12 March 1980. Open 
your eyes and describe the activity on the compound. 

#31 

PAUSE 

1 
I •• uh .• have feeling of'ting, chanting people, mol1 
of ~eo~l~ cha. n~ing. in un~son •. uh .. along a •.. line. I 
An invisible line. At __ first -I: thought- they .\!l_ere t 
looking through a g~te. Then, I felt they wei~- 'ning 
eithe~-~i6e of a street and that automobiles w 

yassing through the street front o I'm not 
,/'doing too good here..---~··· 

/tl4 
1

·,.._.,,..A--r-i.-. g"'":'h""'.'t-.-"'.":~v":"h-y-d-:-o-n .... '~t-y .. o-u ..• 

#31 I'm going to take a little walk and get back in the 
saddle, I guess. 

1114 Take your time. Come back. The date is now 27 February 
1980. 

PAUSE 

1131 I had a real ... car, right. Doesn't look like one, but, 
anyway, there's one. Well, maybe 1'11 darken it up a 
bit. 

#14 I know you prefer pencil, but it doesn't show up too 
well. 

#31 No. That's all right. I forgot. I'm out of training. 

This was the funniest dam thing. I can't .•• it was as 
though parked with these autornobiles .•. right and here's 
another one. This was the first thing I saw which was 
really peculiar. It was as though ... it was a open metal 
stand parked here. It was really wild •... imagine a 
metal stand that went back ..• it was like crossed over 
like that ••• ok, and it came up ..• I'll draw .•. I'll have 
to draw a side profile of it. Anyway, somewhere on 
sticking up on this thing, was as though it was a large 
fan structure. This is it on the side. The feeling 
was that it was like this with a large fan structure 
on the bloody thing. I have no idea what it is but, 
it was parked •... I had the definite feeling that the 
dam thing was parked in bleeding_p~rking lot and it's 
got something up top. Can't figure ·1_ t out. ... but it's 
ltke-· .· .. a front view would be like this with -~e 

•taper back down and then these come out in the frci'nt 
again. There's a cross piece back there. This comes 
up, and there are a couple cross pieces here, couple 

\ cross pieces there, see. It's like this thing is a 
~iew and thi~=~~:_!..,.,.~.s_~e.~ffs like there 

-,.._--,.• C 
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was something on it like that. Like a big fan. 
Dk. And that is 8 feet, say, ok ... and I had the 
feeling that where I was, was ..• this is a parking 
curb here ••• and then there was a ..• right in amongst 
••• that was stuck in amongst automobiles. I have 
no idea what the hell the dam thing is. Ok. 
That's this fan structure, fan, like a open, metal, 
open metal fan, blades. It's like a thing .•• the 
structure of the thing ••• the best way I can describe 
it ~you know these, you know .• uh •. aircraft jack stand 
to use to work aircraft maintenance ... how it will 
expand up and ••• could be long, it could take on different 
shapes when you move it up and down, and everything. 
It's like that. It's, in essence, like that and then 
when you look at it, it's open. You look right through 
the thing ... somebody standing on the other side •.• you 
can see right ••• see 'em, except where the pipes come 
across ••• and it's like that. And, where I was •.. this 
is the open field spelled correctly, ok ••. which is the 
first open field ••. and I was sitting up here on the 
edge of a building. 

So the whole thing turned out to be like this. And this 
building had just a raw overhang over it. A cement 
overhang over the door, like that. Ok. Off into the 
distance ••. it was maybe several •.• let me say ..• it was 
several feet, several stories, but, that's all ... had 
the feeling that there was •• uh .. cement stoop here, 
and there was a .•..• it was gra .•.. a walk came out a 
little ways. IJ:. wa.g grQ 22 around like this, ok ••• and 
?)DA<_rthe edge of the building:--~ J.t1at here was a 

,, parking area and here was one car. Here· lii~other 
"---._car. Here was the other car. Ok. And, then here was 

'e~UJUIJY~ .. ~ontraption. And here was another car ~-~JZ.E:!_• .. 
Dk. Car. Ana," tni"s'·'i"S"'·tlie-correraP'l:'1'of'F"arrd'TnTs" Is a 
driveway and this is the curb with grass. There's grass 
here as well. This goes along here. I don't know 
where that goes. And, ..•..• there's some bushes along 
here. Just some low bushes. And this is the open 
field. The first open field. That was my first image. 
I have no idea what the hell that thing is. 

Ok. That was first. What did I get second. Second •. 
it looked like .•• what I thought I was doing .•• was just 
hopping and skipping all around the whole compound 
because then I had a idea of standing on a veranda 
just a fleeting thought. I didn't even talk about it 

• on the tape •.• I thought .•. then g was over 
at the big building that I 
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GE.GRE1 

lt 01\e \.hat IS got \hose 2 out houses on it and 
everybody •as ten.100 .. ~~ i ~~~~-

Iii Were-.,,;ds quarters and that what the other guy{ 
and I came up With was that they weren't maids 
quarters but like stora e sheds, and stuff, 
Remem . Was e one soi e boat 
~sin, ok. It••• that one,,,,it ~s either that 
one or it was the one up front at llie other end 

this idea here ••••••• of the thing, Anyway, it was this idea of,,,it Was 

It •as,,,it was this thing looking out. You know. ~ 
~~-•o_t .b there. . ;, I talked abo"r odd to 
Nothing "~\ark about. . ~7~

9
• It was re~!/ the 

what did . shaped boil before. 1 k ... sort 
really weird er been there aked roof ••• o tall and 
me that I'd n~~ilding with." ;,~t really sup~~er the 
feeling of a kinny, but no ' fan overhang round this 
of . tall "8~ . s \Ji th som~~:a ~h ~ s ••• and Lha \ ~nny awning 
skinny. down here 11_ ome sort of a and in the 
roof' ok... building is s . "L" shaped d it goes 

f the 'lding is out an corner o then this bui eak here come·t Ok. And 
ok ••. and d you see the pt windows in it.of it the 
backg~~~; that.t I~~st~~ uhat I go~ ~~re would bed 
down from this •• an t Ok ... an from the. .. • look like . • like tha . it at 

'lding would. Something I didn't see front bu~ little awning.ther awning. S I'll do the th1s db the o Ok o 
here woul Iefirst looked. . 

first when_lding for 5. - d It was as 
of this bui really weir. know how 

. really..... carved ou ••·• castle 
8 

it was t you t the 
Uh .•• ,t wa~is thing has a ou build a sandstle .•• well 
though ••• t know when Y the sand ca door 

you d or for make a t when you ••• ou make a o The way you d you jus 
beach ••••. y castle there •. th your hand ~n real door. 
you got yournto the sand •:hat. It's n~ a ok. That's 
is you d~gsome door, like es into the si~e,thal this 
scoop _out tunnel that got across. An_,g out from 
It's JUS a trying toge d that cumin the idea r.~:sa tunnel here an door was 11 

7 
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..... it's a tunnel shape thing. Ok. It goes down 
like that and then it goes across like this •..... 
and that's outside, ok. See what I mean. That's 
outside the glass. I'm looking through the glass, 
here. Ok. What I was trying to get across is ....• 
there's the awning thing sticking •...• sticking out 
into the light ••.. if there was light outside what I 
would see here is ..... what would I see again •... ok •.. 
I'd see a curved road going by as though there's a 
road there round a curve and in the distance on the 
other side of the road I'd see buildings, ok. So 
much for that garbage. Ok. Where was I? 

Nine. Nine sketches for just tripe •... ok •..• uh •... 
you got me back on the compound •.•. told me to go 
outside, go up and check out what was happening ...•. all 
I had was the feeling of .•.• that I was back at sketch 
•• uh •• back at sketch number 2 ...• somewhere associated 
out front of sketch number 2 the building side of 
sketch number 2 here that there were a group of people. 
I took them to be guard type people that were sitting 
hunkered down on the curb waiting for something .•..• 
loitering around .•. little bit of feeling people once 
in awhile .•.• an occasional individual walking through 
this driveway •... but nothing steady, or anything. 
Uh ••• what was the other one? -IH4 About that time I •.•.•• 

/t31 

IH4 

//:31 

I had people in a line, a mess line ••. I 
where it is. 

don' t know -,, 
\ 

) 
.f 

••• to 5 March and you described routine activity,/' 
black car ...... coming through the gate, peop;J._e.,.··in 

a ~ing line •. uh •. it •..•• a tall slende~~derly 
caucaslt:rfl--Ulg!::1, ...--·-

.. ___ ·-·--·-----------------------
Yeah. Had a real limo feeling for this thing. How 
do you draw a long black car. Think an American would 
know how •..•. shit •.• anyhow, he •.• I had this sort of a 
feeling, you know •...• gate posts .... gate posts type 
thing and the gate being open •.... you know. Swung open 
like that. And, here being the other one ..• the other 
gate being swung open like that .•. ok. Guy standing 
here holding it, right; guy standing here, holding 
this one and that a big car going through this gate. 
Going in, ok. That's the idea. Had the feeling it 
was going in the gate. Oops •.•. in the gate •.... and 

B 
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it. •• ok ••• was •.. we 111oulrl know as being like a 
covered walk for sidewalk, you know. You know the 
type like a marque of a theater has or of a posh 
restaurant has this umbrella cover that sticks out 
to the street. Something like that, ok •.•.• and 
back in here is just dark. Ok ... and the building ••• 
this was the "L" shape of the building, ok. That 
should actually come down like this, I guess. There 
that's more like it. Now •••• so I check the action 
out there (sigh) •.... ok •... here is the outside. 

How do I get this straight. The inside of this place 
is curved and arched. Just like somebody had reached 
in the sand and just dug out curved and arches and 
it's dark and it's •... ok ... curved arches, curved 
arches, ok ••..• and here is the awning. Outside 
awning, all right. And this is the walkway. Do you 
get that •.• and this is all .... this is all dark and 
shady in there, ok. Standing there and looking this 
way ••. I know this is .... none of this is what you want 
to hear .••• standing this way is •.... simple door and 
here is all the arching affect. And here is sta •.. 
window, regular window, goes down a little bit farther. 
All right. This is glass. Here in the background is 
this counter I was talking about and here, along the 
window are chairs with their backs to me. Ok. I am 
looking through the glass ok, and somewhat of a 10111 
thing there cutting that off •.... carpeted interior •.•.• 
all right •.... inside there's a pillarett there which 
you would see sort of through the door and this goes 
back here ••.•• there's the other part of it ••.• that goes 
up like that as though you were looking through a .... 
through the glass, ok. I'm going to make that bigger. 

J::l.e.re ·· are the chairs, like this. Looking away. --t=lere-!-8 
pillar and this is a glass door. Had a very hotelish 

t type of feeling to it •... and right here ••.• in my fore
''-_ ground left is this corner which co. mes down like that. 

~t:~iiliAg .• u::id-..~l;i.j..Q~_;;.eal 
quick sketch here •.•.• standing inside looking out to 
my right would be the pillar, ok, blocking my view and 
there would be a dome there that I could look katty

of, ok. Probably find out this is where 
(phonetic) stays .... shit I don't know. And 

~~~~~~are here, like that. Here's the other dome 
far in the distance •... ! mean not •.... it's not a dome 

9 
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I had the feeling this thing \;fas walled. Ok. 
Wall and not fence but wall, not posts or pillars, but, 
solid wall. Now, I don't know \;!here this car went. 
But, I don't have the Feeling that it drove far. I 
had the feeling that inside this wall, of course 
everybody, this is where we get on the .•• thanks to ABC 
and NBC and everybody else, but, that ...•.. ok •.. what 
was that date •••.• 5 March •. : .. I'll writ~ th8t on ~ere( 
5 March 1980. Two men opening gate; bJ.g black limo 
entering ...• ok. I had the feeling that if I looked 
through this gate that it was the gate that has this 
funny little thing inside and it seems to be a building 
ri · . tl.~_k.z,....2,~.:-... Now, there's a capstone for , 
the gate. Therers one on the other side, ok. And, ~ 
that the grand automobile was in the process of driving 
•..•. that isn't bad, is it? Dam. Surprise myself 
sometimes. Ha •... was in the process of driving in, ok. 
There's some sort •... this is an open plaza. It's all 
over here. It's just like a big parking area or something. 
Drive-in area, or something like that. Open Rlaza. It's 
all over. Then the last thing I had for this cat was 
exiting a car door and there being .... how am I going to 
do this ....• some few, very few number of not very large 
steps, ok, that are •... the thing I wanted to get across/"' 
is they' re red brick. I had the feeling of brick thatV 
matched all around, ok. Ok, red brick steps. That's 
the thing •...• if anything, it's, here's the side of the 
building, but this is all red brick •.. is all over on 
the ground out here. It's as though there's no grass 
.•.• it's no ....• as though somebody paved right up to 
the side of the building •.••. and all around the building 
like this. No cir •.... I didn't get any kind of feeling 
for any kind of circular drive or any kind of an actual 
identifiable drive. It was just like the yard, no 
grass, all bricks. All outside this thing and it was 
a ..• not.? big grao.gj_ws..e.ut..~b.11± rat.,.her w.?s a ~mall er, 
more conservative entrance, you know. Nof"""'at all in 
keeping with the kind of stuff we pulled out for the 
front doors to some of these places. But, that there 
might be one column or two on each side as opposed to 
six or seven on ea ... you know. All right. And the 
car pulls up and I've got this tall, lean guy with a 
bill nose, you know •.. uh .• what did I call it? A hawk 1 
nose, yeah. Yeah, a hawk nose, ~all, lean, caucasian . 
elderly guy, salt and pepper, slim, J, fooj· 4, -P&~ 

impressive build. Oaperly dressed suit, 3 piece suit, 
dressed, no hat. Kind of reminded me of Valdheim . 

• You know, the look Valdheim,you know. He's very 1 
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natty (phonetic) all the time and he's .•. ok. And, 
slender; you could see his Adam1 s apple, you know . 
••. image I had .•• ok. Then, the last image I had was 
a series of like 3 automobiles traveling down a street 
line with crowds going, you know, ya-ya-. 

Ok. That was ••• we moved then to 12 March 19BO, ok. 
Anything else? 

No. That 1 s it for me. 

All right. End of session. 
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TARGET CUING INFORMATION 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) SESSION CCC6 

1. (S) The viewer has been exposed to open source news media 
information as well as classified overhead imagery. He knew he 
would be working against the hostage situation in Iran. 

2. (5) At the time of the se~·-rfi~ll/n overhead 
imagery of the U.S. Embapsy~mpound in-T;h;;;~,-I;a~:?" He was asked 
to describe any acti;_:vJ:ty taking palce on the compound. The viewer 
\!las also moved for,d'ard in time and ask"ld to des ribe any activity 
taking place at 11 0 hours, Iran ti arch and 12 March 1980. 
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